GENERAL NOTES: (READ SHEETS COMPLETELY BEFORE STARTING)

1. LEAVE PROTECTIVE WRAPPING MATERIAL ON FIXTURE(S) UNTIL START OF INSTALLATION TO PROTECT FINISH FROM DAMAGE.
2. FIXTURES ARE SUPPLIED WITH FACTORY-INSTALLED BRANCH CIRCUIT WIRING. REFER TO SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION SHEET WHEN MAKING CONNECTIONS.
3. APPROXIMATE WEIGHT OF FIXTURE IS 3.50 LBS PER FOOT OF LENGTH.

TOOLS REQUIRED

- SCREWDRIVER/DRILL

SUPPLIED BY INSTALLER
1. Locate fixture dimensions along straight line on the ceiling. See side view on page 1.

Peel back foam wrapping and detach LED reflector modules by loosening 8-32 machine screws as illustrated. Screws are retained by locking nuts and cannot be removed.

2. Insert flat strap into 1st fixture at cable location and thread gripper into strap. Repeat at opposite end of fixture. If installing row, attach cable assembly with flat strap at far end of remaining fixture(s). Flat strap cannot be protruding out on the end fixtures.

3. Attach end cap mounting plate (shipped separately) to near end of 1st fixture with 6-32 machine screws provided. If installing individual fixture, repeat for far end.

4. Lift 1st fixture and attach cables to ceiling. Level fixture by adjusting gripper up or down. Refer to cable instruction sheet 510541.

If installing single fixture, skip to step 6.

5. Mount next fixture in row per step 4. At fixture joint, align and insert extrusion bracket of male fixture into adjoining fixture before securing joint using 6-20 x 2" long hex head screws. Tighten each screw gradually, alternating between sides. Do not over tighten either side as this could cause unaligned fixture straightness at joints. If required, adjust mounting screws to ensure proper row straightness and alignment.

6. Insert universal bushing onto feed cord and insert bushing into 5/8" hole in top of housing (after removing knockout). Make wiring connections. For row, wire feed may be brought into abutting fixtures through wireway opening in end headers.
REATTACH LED REFLECTOR MODULE(S). CLEAN FIXTURE EXTERIOR WITH A GENERAL WINDOW CLEANER.

NOTE: DROP LENS WILL STOP 1/2" SHORT OF END OF FIXTURE TO PROPERLY INTERFACE WITH END CAP.

SNAP DIFFUSER INTO BOTTOM OF HOUSING. TO REMOVE, INSERT SCREW DRIVER OR FLAT HEAD PRY TOOL INTO THE SIDE SIDE OF THE HOUSING AND PULL DOWN. LAST DIFFUSER IN ROW MUST BE CUT TO LENGTH; SEE INSTRUCTION SHEET 510647.

NOTE: DROP LENS WILL STOP 1/2" SHORT OF END OF FIXTURE TO PROPERLY INTERFACE WITH END CAP.

IF INSTALLING INDIVIDUAL FIXTURE, ATTACH END CAPS TO EACH END OF FIXTURE.

END CAPS ARE SECURED TO FIXTURE WITH MAGNETS (PREINSTALLED AT FACTORY). POSITION END CAPS SO THEY ARE FLUSH WITH SIDES OF HOUSING.

LK DUST COVER OPTION (SHIPPED SEPARATELY): PLACE DUST COVER INTO LED REFLECTOR MODULE ASSEMBLY. DUST COVER IS HELD IN PLACE BY MAGNETS.

IF INSTALLING ROW, ATTACH ROW JOINT COVER PLATE(S) AT JOINT(S).

DO NOT MODIFY OR ALTER THIS PRODUCT IN ANY WAY, OR INSTALL IN ANY FASHION WHICH IS CONTRARY TO THE INSTRUCTIONS CONTAINED HEREIN. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS PRODUCT OR THE INSTALLATION OF IT, PLEASE CALL LITECONTROL ENGINEERING AT 781-294-0100.
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